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Abstract

In this article

Digital photography has virtually replaced conventional film photography as far a
dermatologists are familiar with digital cameras, there is room for improvement i
overview of the basics of digital photography in relation to dermatology, which w
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Introduction

With the advent of new generation digital cameras more and more dermatologist

The dramatic reduction of the cost of digital photography as compared to conven
rapid large scale acceptance of digital photography as a part of medical imaging. D
communicate with peers, patients, and the public. This article aims to make derm
the context of dermatology.
Basic science of a digital photograph

Basically a digital camera, just like a conventional camera, has a series of lenses th
instead of focusing this light onto a piece of film, it focuses it onto a semiconduct
then breaks this electronic information down into digital data. In other words inst
light into electrical charges.

The image sensor employed by most digital cameras is a charge-coupled device (
semiconductor (CMOS) technology instead. Both CCD and CMOS image sensors
own relative advantages and disadvantages. [1]
How many pixels?

The amount of detail that the camera can capture is called the resolution, and it is

has, the more detail it can capture. Also as the pixels increase, larger prints can be

Example:

640x480 - Relatively lower resolution. This resolution is ideal for e-mailin
1216x912 - This is a "megapixel" image size -- 1,109,000 total pixels -- goo
1600x1200 - This is "high resolution". Good quality prints of 4 X 5 inches

2240x1680 - Found on 4 megapixel cameras this allows even larger printe
Click on image for details.

inches. [1]

The question of what is the ideal resolution for dermatological photography has b
point out that for all practical purposes in clinical dermatology, the current techn
beyond the needs of the clinician. Siegel's article using freeware and commerciall

(MP) image is adequate for on screen evaluation and publication purposes. [2] Bit

(with 24 bit color) i.e. around 0.4 mega pixel may be sufficient for routine dermat

that a camera resolution of 1.3 MP (1280 X 960) is adequate for dermatological ph
point out that prior to taking the photograph whenever we know that the image w

concentrate attention solely on one element of the photo, a greater than standard
quantity of pixels will be discarded. [4]

Virtually all of the new cameras available in the market at present have resolution

resolution is unlikely to be a major issue in the future as far as digital photography
Compact (point -and -shoot) cameras or digital SLR (single lens reflex)?

As far as the quality of photos is concerned, the digital SLRs undoubtedly outscor

all practical purposes, including publication and PowerPoint presentations the im
sufficient. Besides, the exorbitant cost of digital SLRs is another prohibitive factor

limitation in manual adjustments specifically in relation to controlling factors like
However, there are intermediate, 'prosumer' or 'bridging' cameras available thes

simple compact camera and a digital SLR. Most of these are quite affordable com

Background and Materials

One of the basics of clinical photography is to stress on the lesion /area of interes
of clutter or other distracting elements from the background. Most experts recom

like a linen cloth. Make it a point to remove items like ornaments, which unnecess

accessories, which would come in handy, are measurement tapes and skin marke
Lighting and flash

Lighting is often a tricky issue in dermatological photography. Ideally broad daylig

however, many times we have to take our photographs indoors with the use of fla

digital cameras have inbuilt flash units. Unfortunately most of the compact units

flash. The most important thing while using an inbuilt flash is to avoid getting too
washed off. Also it would be advisable to vary the 'white balance' on the camera d

balance to fluorescent if shooting under predominantly fluorescent light). Externa
with the 'macro' feature turned on (Using the flash while taking extreme close-up

image). Another enhancement which might help for very close shots is a 'ring' fla

the skin lesion being photographed, particularly if the distance between the came
details.
Macro photography

One of the very evident advantages of digital cameras compared to the film came

shots. Though routine dermatological imaging for publishing or presentation doe

photography can give stunning detail to the close-up images of skin lesions. Most
cm to 5 cm without any lens attachment. To put it simply, these cameras can sho

image projected on the digital sensor is close to the same size as the subject itself.

. The quality of the macro shots can be enhanced with macro lenses which c
cameras. However for all practical purposes, dermatological photography does n
General recommendations and tips

1. Always take the patient's consent before photographing, especially if the s

patient may not be aware of the same. A written informed consent would

photograph for publications.
2. Include the patient's hospital card, tag or number in all or at least one of t
later.
3. Always try to take before and after photographs in the same settings with

camera settings.
4. Use auto-focus as often as possible, use manual controls only if you are w
5. Select the 'macro' mode for close-up shots

6. Use flash as often as possible when the available ligting is poor, but avoid g
wipe out the details
7. For very close shots oblique views may be preferred
8. Try to add some shots of areas you expect to be involved in some of your

involvement in the particular case (eg. nails in psoriasis)
9. Eliminate distractions from the background. Try taking all photographs w

Framing tips

For different body areas certain standard framing patterns are followed. Detailed
[5]

For all lesions make it a point to take at least 2 shots from each point of focus. Mi
and may be noticeable only after the images are viewed on the monitor. It is alwa
so that the best image can be selected.

Always try to capture distinctive elements like typical representative lesions, parti
For generalised lesions take shots from at least three ranges:

a. A complete vertical view of the patient showing the extent and distribution
b. A medium distance shot showing the arrangement and configuration of th
c. A close up view highlighting a representative lesion

For localised lesions take shots from at least two points:

a. A medium view showing the rash /lesion with respect to location and con

(always include a recognizable body landmark so that the location is obvio
umbilicus in the medium distance shot)

b. A close up view of the representative lesion

For isolated lesions it is also advisable to include a discernible landmark in

measuring tape in the frame to demonstrate the size of the lesion. It woul
than one angle and include oblique shots. Shots with and without flash ma

Basic microscopic photography

Another interesting adaptation of compact digital cameras is in recording basic lig

pediculosis [Figure 1] ,[Figure 2] . The front of the camera lens can be placed on to t

mode or with a fast shutter speed. Actual skin histopathology images ideally requ
microscope.
Children and infants
While photographing very young children and infants make sure that the subject

fidgety and and getting blurred images because of the movement is a common pr
though this should not be included in the frame. If your camera has an option of

useful in shooting photographs of children. Also use the flash as often as possible
especially in the case of infants.
Oral /Dental images

Proper imaging of the oral cavity requires the use of good quality dental mirrors.
very good point light source. The 'auto-illuminator' feature available in most mod
mucosal lesions, without costly mirrors.

Videos

Most present day compact digital cameras have video recording capabilities with
sufficiently good clarity for PowerPoint presentations etc. The same can be put to
signs in dermatology like Auspitz's sign or the Nikolsy sign etc.
Storage

Most electronic submissions accept the JPEG (Joint Photographic Expert Group)
JPEG format is that the image size can be compressed considerably without signif
online submission as well as powerpoint presentations etc. Some journals insist o

sent on CDs as a follow up to online submission (where digital images are the only
standard for a cross platform image format that can be opened by virtually all gra
vis JPEG is a bigger file size.

Other standard formats used for storage include the -PSD (Photoshop document
bitmap) and GIF (Graphics Interchange Format). [6]

Most digital cameras save the images by default at a resolution of 72 dpi. This can
photoediting software. The resolution of 300 dpi is the general standard for most

Another file format used, especially in the context of SLRs is that of the RAW files
the image sensor of a digital camera. Raw image files are sometimes called digital

in traditional chemical photography: that is, the negative is not directly usable as a
create an image. The advantage obviously is the markedly higher quality of image
disadvantage is that the files are two to six times larger than JPEG files. Another p

format, with different camera manufacturers using different versions eg. .crw (Ca

With the cost of hard disks dramatically going down over the last few years, it has
single spaces. Other than the primary hard disk it is always advisable to keep a bac
portable hard disk (a range of which are available at very reasonable prices), The
JPEG format so that the space taken up can be minimized. It always makes sense
be used by you and will unnecessarily clutter up the hard disk space.

Make it a point to catalog all saved images (or containing folders) tagging it with th
provisional diagnosis if possible. Meticulous cataloging may seem cumbersome a
very convenient.
Imaging software and tampering issues

A variety of software packages are available on proprietary, shareware and freewa
Photoshop, Paint shop pro, Corel draw, GIMP and Irfan view. The software can b
and to a certain extent in adjusting variables like brightness, contrast and saturatio
will fall within the purview of ethical image editing is still not answered. There alre

used unethically to completely alter medical images -both clinical and histopatho

Teledermatology

The digital image forms the basis of 'store-and-forward' teledermatology. A prop
lesions and a proper history is often sufficient for a dermatologist to make a reliab

good quality images can actually substitute for a dermatological physical examina
Photography resources and help sites on the net
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Portal:Photography
www.steves-digicams.com/hardware_reviews.html
www.dpreview.com/reviews/
http://www.shortcourses.com/

The above resources are all regularly updated and give a fair idea of which camer
an advanced user. In fact http://www.dpreview.com/reviews/compare.asp gives

you want and get a list of the available cameras in that range. For beginners we w
resolution, and 3X optical zoom as a minimum -eg. Canon PowerShot A590 IS, Fu
EasyShare M1033 (other relevant features like macro mode, and video are availab
users looking for more advanced options - 'prosumer' cameras like the Sony H se

Canon 350/400D would be a good option. For professionals of course a good SLR
would be good, provided the cost is not a consideration.

Conclusion

Digital photography has revolutionised the way images can be taken and stored in
and teaching. However as the options of available equipment increase day by day
that we need as well as undertstand the potential possibilities and limitations of th
practice, the entry -level digital cameras not only suffice, but are also handy. Mor

mode and basic microphotographs can be done. With a few basic points regardin
anyone can produce good quality clinical photographs of standards meeting the s
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